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Our own experiences with disturbances to sleep demonstrate its crucial role in the recovery of cognitive functions. This importance is likely enhanced in the recovery from stroke; both in terms of its physiology and
cognitive abilities. Decades of experimental research have highlighted which aspects and mechanisms of sleep
are likely to underlie these forms of recovery. Conversely, damage to certain areas of the brain, as well as the
indirect eﬀects of stroke, may disrupt sleep. However, only limited research has been conducted which seeks to
directly explore this bidirectional link between both the macro and micro-architecture of sleep and stroke. Here
we describe a series of semi-independent approaches that aim to establish this link through observational,
perturbational, and interventional experiments. Our primary aim is to describe the methodology for future
clinical and translational research needed to delineate competing accounts of the current data. At the observational level we suggest the use of high-density EEG recording, combined analysis of macro and microarchitecture of sleep, detailed analysis of the stroke lesion, and sensitive measures of functional recovery. The
perturbational approach attempts to ﬁnd the causal links between sleep and stroke. We promote the use of
transcranial magnetic stimulation combined with EEG to examine the cortical dynamics of the peri-infarct stroke
area. Translational research should take this a step further using optogenetic techniques targeting more speciﬁc
cell populations. The interventional approach focuses on how the same clinical and translational perturbational
techniques can be adapted to inﬂuence long-term recovery of function.

1. Introduction
In adults, stroke is the ﬁrst cause of permanent disability and the
third cause of mortality. Major advances have been made in stroke
prevention and in the management of acute stroke (e.g. thrombolysis,
treatment in stroke units). Conversely, recovery from stroke can be
promoted by training and exercise (neurorehabilitation) but pharmacological solutions seem to be limited (Dobkin, 2008). Currently,
functional outcome still depends largely on the initial conditions of the
lesion: location, severity and extension.
Stroke leads to disruption of cortical and subcortical circuits adjacent to the damaged area. Recovery is related to the reorganization
and reallocation of lost functions toward spared neurons that had been
mainly devoted to other activities. Our understanding of the nature of
⁎

this neuroplasticity process has greatly improved over the last 2–3
decades. Animal and human data suggest that this functional remapping may related to changes in brain excitability in the peri-infarct area
and distant connected areas (Gerloﬀ et al., 2006; Murphy and Corbett,
2009; Nudo, 2013). Animal studies suggest that these changes stem
from increased GABAergic and glutamatergic transmission, the pharmacological reduction of the former and excitation of the latter can
improve functional recovery (Clarkson et al., 2010; Song et al., 2017).
Human studies have shown that ipsi- and contralesional cortical areas
undergo changes in their activation, as assessable both at the cortical
level by functional neuroimaging and at the cortico-spinal level by
mean of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), which parallel poststroke functional recovery (Gerloﬀ et al., 2006). In addition, modulation of the contralesional cortical areas by TMS has been shown to
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2. Observational approach

reduce post-stroke cognitive disability and improve activities of daily
living (Cazzoli et al., 2012). These observations support the hypothesis
that training and exercise performed during neurorehabilitation promote recovery through a use-dependent neuroplasticity process of relearning and functional remapping.
Every day experience reminds us of the crucial role that suﬃcient,
quality sleep plays in the recovery of our own cognitive and physical
abilities. Furthermore, local sleep, by means of an increase in slow wave
activity (SWA) in delimited portions of the cortex has been found to
increase following a cognitive task involving that brain region during
preceding wakefulness (Huber et al., 2004; Hung et al., 2013). These
local changes are also seen in structural and diﬀusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (Bernardi et al., 2016); as well as positron
emission tomography (Maquet, 2000). Conversely, local reduction of
slow waves by closed loop acoustic stimulation leads to a reduction in
the learning capacity associated with that particular cortical area
(Fattinger et al., 2017). At the macrosleep-scale, optogenetic disruption
of sleep continuity impairs memory consolidation in mice (Rolls et al.,
2011). Therefore, the same use-dependent mechanisms which drive
changes in sleep architecture may underlie the neuroplasticity found
during recovery from stroke.
While sleep likely plays a key role in successful recovery, the
structural and functional changes after stroke also have the potential to
negatively impact sleep. In a recent meta-analysis of 15 studies,
Baglioni et al., (2016), found a consistent reduction in the total amount
of time acute stroke patients were asleep, further compounded with a
reduction in sleep eﬃciency during that reduced sleep period. Interestingly, no consistent diﬀerences were reported for changes in REM
sleep, furthering highlighting the speciﬁc link between stroke and
NREM; in particular SWA (however see Pace et al., 2018, for translational evidence of REM changes). Further studies also suggest that beyond the direct impact on sleep, acute patients may have a higher
prevalence of sleep-disordered breathing (Camilo et al., 2016;
Huhtakangas et al., 2017). This would typically lead to a decrease in
total sleep time, increase in sleep fragmentation, and a corresponding
decrease in SWA. Sleep loss would also have the indirect eﬀect of increasing daytime sleepiness, lowering the ability and motivation to
optimally perform the tasks required for active rehabilitation of function (Gooneratne et al., 2003; Frohnhofen et al., 2013). Overall, the
current state of research suggests a tight, bi-directional link between
sleep and stroke. Both in terms of the eﬀect of stroke on speciﬁc aspects
of the macro and micro-architecture of sleep, as well as the potential of
sleep to act as the direct and modulating driver of recovery. Understanding how brain damage, its consequences on brain activity, recovery, and sleep are interrelated is of outstanding interest for both the
scientiﬁc community and society in general.
Here we describe a series of semi-independent approaches that aim
to ﬁrmly establish this link through both observational and interventional experiments. Our primary aim is to describe the methodology for
future research needed to delineate competing accounts of the current
data. In doing so we identify key projects needed to establish the critical
role of speciﬁc aspects of sleep as the mechanism of functional impairment and as an interventional tool for its recovery. Importantly,
while each of the described approaches gives us a piece of the puzzle,
they each contribute to the other’s explanatory and predictive roles. For
each approach we describe the key missing pieces to our current understanding, the methodological rationale of future work to directly
address these limitations, and the challenges each may face. In particular, we outline 3 related hypotheses: that the local damage following
stroke leads to local changes in sleep architecture; that these local effects on slow waves are likely to be split into both beneﬁcial eﬀects of
slow waves (‘good waves’), and those which underlie the functional
impairment (‘bad waves’); and that the functional recovery following
stroke can be monitored and assessed by tracking these changes in sleep
architecture.

The ﬁrst logical starting place for examining the relationship between sleep and stroke is its passive measurement. While most previous
studies have relied on clinical polysomnography to record sleep, we
recommend the use of high-density EEG (hd-EEG) to make signiﬁcant
progress in the ﬁeld. Current setups of as high as 256-channel nets can
be applied relatively quickly, and additional measurements (e.g. ECG,
leg movements, respiration), can be performed synchronously. Such
setups are particularly advantageous to examine the microarchitecture
of sleep, and track the local changes expected following focal damage
after stroke. The use of the high-density array allows us to track the
extent of local changes to sleep, and makes the average reference a
plausible solution to the referencing problem of low-density EEG
montages (Dien, 1998; Lei and Liao, 2017). Macroarchitecture analysis
would also beneﬁt by having additional channels by which to score
sleep stages; especially in the case where local distortions of EEG activity make scoring diﬃcult.
One hd-EEG study reported increased slow-wave activity directly
over the infarct area in both sleep and wake, yet decreased activity in
the adjacent perilesional area which persisted into the chronic period of
recovery (Poryazova et al., 2015). Another study demonstrated the link
between highly local slow-wave activity and recovery of function in a
group of chronic aphasia patients (Sarasso et al., 2014). These limited
examples demonstrate the unique utility of hd-EEG in stroke patients,
as well as the importance of longitudinal measures as the neural activity
in sleep is likely to change along with the neuroplasticity associated
with recovery. Repeated measurement from acute to chronic stages
would also be useful in distinguishing the direct eﬀect of the persistent
structural damage and those changes that relate to the functional recovery. These studies show that hd-EEG recordings are feasible in these
patients and clinical settings.
Slow activity during wakefulness in the area of the stroke lesion has
been consistently reported for decades (Nuwer, 1996; Yokoyama et al.,
1996; Murri et al., 1998; Fernández-Bouzas et al., 2002). Decreases in
these waking slow-waves predict a positive clinical outcome (Finnigan
et al., 2004, 2007). Yet whether this activity and that of slow wave
sleep are closely related remains unclear. This confusion is at least partly
due to the fact that these phenomena have been mostly captured using
spectral power analysis. With the advent of hdEEG measures and novel
analytical approaches, we are now in a position to detect and analyse
properties of individual slow waves (Riedner et al., 2007; Mensen et al.,
2016). This approach can distinguish between several independent
properties of the individual waves such as incidence, amplitude, slopes,
topographic location and extension, and travelling parameters of each
wave (Massimini et al., 2004). The pathological slow waves during
wakefulness are likely also present during sleep, yet are masked by the
appearance of normal slow waves. In depth analysis at the individual
wave level of each of the wave property may be able to better characterise and distinguish the normal, good, from pathological, bad,
waves. Doing so would shed new light into whether these pathological
waves underlie the functional impairments in acute patients, or whether they represent similar recovery processes as those in normal sleep.
Perhaps most interestingly is whether these two seemingly distinct
avenues in fact represent diﬀerent sides of the same coin. That is, the
slow waves causing initial functional impairment are necessary for
acute recovery and stabilisation, yet their persistence into chronic
stages represent long-term disability. Determining the properties that
separate these two processes is necessary for adequate future interventional approaches that seek may seek to reduce those waves that
lead to impairment, while promoting only those necessary for neural
recovery.
Given the diversity of functional impairments and its clear relationship to lesion location, we should expect a similar diversity in
predicting distinct eﬀects on sleep. Therefore a key element of future
research should be detailed description, segmentation and analysis of
38
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actigraphy can be used to continually track the sleep/wake rhythm but
also has the potential to also track motor recovery (Cavalcanti et al.,
2012; Bakken et al., 2014). More vision-related deﬁcits, especially neglect, may actually be best measured through the use of passive and
continuous eye-tracking (Müri et al., 2009; Delazer et al., 2018); thus
fulﬁlling both the need for increased sensitivity and automaticity in
measuring functional recovery.
Automation of animal behavioural tasks reduces direct animal
contact and experimenter time per animal, which further reduces disruption to their normal sleep rhythms (Fenrich et al., 2015; Wong et al.,
2016). For example, an automated single pellet reaching task, enabled
in the animal’s home-cage produced improved learning curves and increased trial numbers as compared to the traditional version of the task
(Fenrich et al., 2015) while allowing synchronized optogenetic interventions (Ellens et al., 2016) as well as electrophysiological monitoring.
Recent advances in automatic scoring and analysis of animal movement
from regular video sources could further add to the sensitivity of motor
recovery while allowing for the continuous analysis over longer time
periods (Mathis et al., 2018). Therefore, automation of behavioural
tasks for translational stroke research will aid to study more speciﬁc
outcome measures for new types of interventions, while increasing
feasibility and reducing animal stress.

stroke lesion. While the majority of papers cited in a recent meta-analysis described the lesion location in some basic form (e.g. hemisphere,
infra vs supra tentorial), relatively few of the studies segmented the
lesion using the clinical MRI (whether automatic or manually; Maier
et al., 2017). Fewer still included such measures as direct predictors of
sleep impairment. Several parameters can be obtained that would
plausibly have an impact on sleep structure such as precise location,
volume, and severity (Müller et al., 2002). More secondary parameters
from the segmentation process could also be explored such as the
white/grey damage ratio which may aﬀect distinct aspects of individual
waves (e.g. grey matter damage may aﬀect wave amplitude through
local synchronisation; white matter damage may block slow wave travelling). Seeing that the clinical MRI is almost always available, future
work could also beneﬁt from using speciﬁc sequences or imaging
techniques to gain further insights on the impact of the lesion (e.g.
diﬀusion tensor imaging Song et al., 2015; or functional connectivity,
Hallam et al., 2018).
2.1. Measuring functional recovery
However interesting the link between sleep and stroke may be at the
basic science level, at the clinical level the utility of this link is bounded
by its further relationship to functional recovery. That is, the applicability of even a well-established link between the two phenomenon
would be limited if the variability in these factors were not then signiﬁcantly related to either prediction of functional outcome or subsequent clinical treatment possibilities. Correlational analysis of the
functional recovery with the parameters of slow wave activity could
further diﬀerentiate the patterns of neurophysiological activity which
are inherent to the neuroplasticity associated with the recovery of
function (i.e. “good waves”), from those which underlie the loss of
function in the ﬁrst place (i.e. “bad waves”). Such an analysis could be
performed on both the short-term scale comparing functional recovery
measures before and after a single night of sleep. However, recovery
from the acute to subacute timescales is likely to be more revealing.
Studies should therefore ensure that measures of functional recovery are integrated into the same research protocol and designed to
be suﬃciently sensitive to detect even small changes. Given the range of
possible functional impairments, research with stroke patients must
grapple with the trade-oﬀ between the personalisation of functional
tasks necessary to achieve this suﬃcient sensitivity and broader cognitive tasks applied at the group level so that results are generalisable.
Further consideration must be given to the amount of time-on-task,
especially in the acute stage, such that the accuracy of the functional
measures are not undermined by fatigue or lack of motivation in the
patient population. In translational work, standardised behavioural
tests such as the ladder walking test (Cummings et al., 2007), beam
balance test (Lang et al., 2011), or single pellet reaching (Farr and
Whishaw, 2002), can overcome some of these concerns. Yet, even the
simple handling of the animals can be a signiﬁcant stress factor, require
multiple and larger groups of animals, as well as being time consuming
for the researcher.
In this context, we recommend two overlapping approaches: (semi-)
automatisation of tasks and continuous passive measurement. In clinical work, the former can be achieved through the use of computerbased tasks to evaluate cognitive performance, ideally in the form of
simple and short, tablet-based activities using a touch-screen. On the
surface this may seem to undermine the importance of the patient-researcher interaction, however, this liberates the investigator from the
routine performance of the task in hand and allows them to interact
more directly with the patient. Furthermore, this allows for a standardisation of tasks, and the automatic measurement of additional parameters of interest. For example, the digital adaptation of the classic test
for spatial working memory, the corsi-block test, allows for precise
presentation timing, multiple randomised trials, and inter-block reaction time measurements (Brunetti et al., 2014). For passive measures,

3. Perturbational approach
The observational approaches described above would provide profound, but ultimately correlative, insights into the relationship between
sleep and stroke. To parallel observational approaches, the relationship
between sleep and stroke could be observed from a causal perspective
by studying eﬀective connectivity of thalamo-cortical system employing a perturbational approach (Massimini et al., 2009). One possibility is to perturb the thalamo-cortical system through sensory stimuli, and several studies have examined auditory, somatosensory and
visual evoked potentials during sleep showing a decrease of the late
components in the evoked sensory responses (Bastuji and García-Larrea,
1999; Kakigi et al., 2003). However, peripheral evoked potentials may
be insensitive indicators in the context of a damaged brain after stroke
becausethe cortical area of interest may have become disconnected or
impaired. These confounds can be avoided by employing transcranial
magnetic stimulation combined with EEG (TMS/EEG) This technique
allows for direct stimulation of diﬀerent subsets of cortical neurons and
measures, with good spatial-temporal resolution, the eﬀects on the rest
of the thalamocortical system (Ilmoniemi et al., 1997). In this way, it is
possible to bypass sensory inputs and to directly probe, non-invasively,
the response of the cortical area of interest (Massimini et al., 2009).
Recent TMS/EEG studies have shown a prominent impairment in
the ability of cortical circuits to sustain complex patterns of activity
following brain injury (Rosanova et al., 2012). Crucially, in the present
context, this impairment extends beyond the anatomical disconnection
and seems to be due to the engagement of pathological, sleep-like
neuronal behavior; namely, the occurrence of cortical OFF-periods. A
recent study employing intracortical single pulse electrical stimulation
(SPES) and simultaneous local ﬁeld potential (LFP) recordings in humans during NREM sleep (Pigorini et al., 2015), showed that the tendency of cortical neurons to fall into an OFF-period (i.e. down- state in
cortical neurons - Steriade et al., 1993; Timofeev et al., 2000) is the key
mechanism that disrupts the chain of causal interactions among distant
cortical areas.further. Although the mechanism of OFF-period following
brain injury is still to be elucidated, both in vivo and in vitro studies
showed that these silent periods may result from increased K-currents
(Compte et al., 2003; Englot et al., 2010; Lemieux et al., 2014), from
alterations of the balance between excitation and inhibition (Murase
et al., 2004) and from partial cortical deaﬀerentation (Nita et al., 2007;
Timofeev et al., 2000). All these mechanisms are associated with brain
lesions, impairing information transmission by inducing bistability in
portions of the thalamocortical system that are otherwise healthy
39
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Fig. 1. Three diﬀerent, parallel approaches for studying the link between sleep and stroke. Red areas on topographies represent stroke lesions. Observational: A.
Longitudinal hd-EEG measures in human stroke patients during wakefulness and sleep after 3 and 12 months from the baseline measures. B. Local Field Potential,
Spikes, Ca++, EEG and EMG analysis in animal model of stroke, made by Middle Cerebral Artery Occlusion as in the next two approaches. Perturbational: C.
Triggering, in human subjects and by means of TMS/EEG, complex responses during wakefulness and slow waves during sleep (Left) and comparing them to the
response evoked by TMS in stroke patients while stimulating perilesional or contralesional areas (Right). D. Triggering slow waves in animal model of stroke by means
of optogenetic stimulations. Left, NpHR and ChR2 genes chosen for the silencing or the activation of Cl− and Na+ currents respectively. Middle, Speciﬁc cell-type
expression and target inclusion in the animal. Right, Light guide implant in the animal that triggers slow waves. Interventional: E. Longitudinal assessment in
humans: hd-EEG measures during sleep before and after cTBS treatment in human stroke patient over contralesional cortical areas. F. Longitudinal assessment in
animal model of stroke: behavioural tests before and after optogenetic intervention (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).

animal studies, both during NREM sleep and after stroke, employing
similar stimulation and recording parameters.
It remains an open question, as to whether the slow-wave-like activity found in perilesional neuronal populations after stroke, especially
those that seem to reﬂect functional impairment (i.e. bad waves), show
distinct activity neurophysiological proﬁles, to those during NREM
sleep which relate to recovery of function (e.g. good waves).
Perturbational approaches in animal models oﬀer reproducible experimental conditions to test for slow wave activity (Fig. 1D). Intracranial electrical stimulation in mice has been used to evoke cortical
slow waves that show comparable properties to endogenous slow waves
(Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). Experimental animal models can elucidate
the roles of genetically identiﬁed and anatomically deﬁned cell populations for regulating cortical SWA. For example, chemogenetic activation of somatostatin cortical interneurons, using the Designer-Receptor-Activated-by-Designer-Drug (DREADD) approach increased
SWA, while their chemogenetic silencing reduced SWA in mice (Funk
et al., 2016). In contrast, activation of parvalbumin positive interneurons reduced slow-wave activity, while triggering short OFF periods
(Funk et al., 2017).

(Fig. 1C). In line with this view, a recent TMS/EEG study showed that
the residual cerebral cortex of unresponsive wakefulness syndrome
patients (UWS) with multi-focal brain lesions fails to engage in complex
patterns of activity because neurons tend to fall into a pathological OFFperiod after an initial activation. (Rosanova et al., 2012, 2018). In both
the EEG and LFP time series, these oﬀ-periods present as slow waves,
visually indistinguishable from those found in NREM sleep (Massimini
et al., 2007).
Future studies employing TMS/EEG should test whether a similar
pathological, sleep-like dynamic may play a role in focal brain lesions,
including the ones due to stroke. If this is the case, it will be important
to deepen our understanding of the mechanistic link between sleep-like
slow wave activity, OFF-periods and brain lesion. Indeed, to the extent
that sleep-like dynamics represent the common functional endpoint of
brain lesion, detecting its presence and tracking its evolution over time
may oﬀer a valuable read-out to devise, guide and titrate therapeutic
strategies aimed at functional recovery after stroke. To this aim, one
possibility is a translational study in which intracranial stimulation and
recording in humans during NREM sleep, typically those in presurgical
evaluation for epileptic activity (Cossu et al., 2005), is paralleled by
40
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preparations. The interventional approach in stroke animal models
through optogenetics allows the exploration of numerous stimulation
paradigms and time ﬂexibility, crucial aspects often limited within the
clinical research ﬁeld (Fig. 1F). Conversely, the wide range of manipulations that optogenetic provides, could render the identiﬁcation of
the best paradigm particularly challenging. Nevertheless, optogenetic
stimulation in stroke animal models has already been shown beneﬁcial
for recovery of function (Cheng et al., 2014; Daadi et al., 2016; Shah
et al., 2017; Tennant et al., 2017; Wahl et al., 2017). Thus, via direct
manipulation of speciﬁc neuronal networks and investigating the eﬀect
on functional outcome we can better understand which cell types drive
post-stroke recovery. With this information we can improve stimulation
patterns, as well as identify potential targets for stroke therapies. To
date however, modulation of sleep oscillations through optogenetics
has never been attempted in animal models of stroke. One valid and
translational approach would be to evoke sleep-like local mechanisms
by mimicking spontaneous slow oscillations through either activation
or silencing of speciﬁc neuronal subpopulations (see section on perturbational approaches above). Such stimulation could then be used to
rescue or enhance micro and macro sleep-phenotypes in stroke models
and to speciﬁcally elucidate the role of sleep-like activity for functional
recovery and plasticity.

Optogenetic stimulation oﬀers the time precision of electrical intracranial stimulation and TMS, but with the additional ability to perturb only genetically speciﬁed cell populations. A recent study optogenetically activated somatostatin or parvalbumin containing cortical
interneurons to induce immediate transitions from cortical up to cortical down states (Zucca et al., 2017). Comparison of optogenetically
induced slow waves could teach us about the mechanisms behind
naturally occurring slow waves and how they are similar to those
produced through perturbation. Optogenetic stimulation can be readily
applied to mice that have undergone an experimental stroke. Thus
speciﬁc targeting of neuronal cell types may aid in promoting the
beneﬁcial, recovery aspects of these “good” slow waves, while minimising their negative eﬀects on normal brain functioning of “bad” slow
waves.
4. Interventional approach
The “perturb-and-measure” approach described above can probe
speciﬁc features of the thalamo-cortical system by means of single-pulse
electrical or magnetic brain stimulation. Interestingly, by changing
stimulation parameters we can move from a perturbational to an interventional approach. Repetitive stimulation has the potential to alter
the physiology and functional organization of the brain beyond the
duration of the stimulation (Esser et al., 2006; Peinemann et al., 2004;
Quartarone et al., 2005). To date, there are several demonstrations that
repetitive application of TMS (rTMS) can produce longer-lasting eﬀects,
both inhibitory and excitatory depending on stimulation parameters,
and thus oﬀer potential for clinical applications post-stroke (Lefaucheur
et al., 2014). Various studies have assessed the eﬀect of rTMS on motor
domains (Chang et al., 2010; Conforto et al., 2012; Emara et al., 2009,
2010; Fregni et al., 2006; Liepert et al., 2007; Mansur et al., 2005;
Meehan et al., 2011; Takeuchi et al., 2008), post-stroke aphasia
(Hamilton et al., 2010; Kakuda et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2009, 2004,
Naeser et al., 2011, 2005b, 2005a) and neglect, signiﬁcantly reducing
the typical right-side bias in attention (Cazzoli et al., 2012; Koch et al.,
2008; Nyﬀeler et al., 2009).
Importantly, in healthy individuals, high-frequency rTMS applied to
motor cortex induced localized potentiation of TMS-evoked cortical
EEG responses in wake, while also increasing slow wave activity during
subsequent sleep (Huber et al., 2007). This study raises the critical
question of the role that subsequent sleep may have in the long-term
consolidation of the beneﬁcial eﬀects of potential rTMS intervention in
stroke patients. Given the eﬃcacy that contralesional, inhibitory rTMS
has already shown in the neglect patients, we suggest using this as a
model to examine the relationship between the scale of functional recovery and changes to local sleep architecture in both the ipsi and
contralateral regions before and after rTMS (Fig. 1E). As with most
recent studies in neuromodulation we recommend the use of theta-burst
stimulation protocols, a particular form of rTMS which enables the use
of lower stimulation strength, shorter total stimulation time, while actually improving the reliability and duration of the oﬄine eﬀects
(Huang et al., 2005). Given the current literature, it is plausible that the
long-term amelioration of neglect symptoms after rTMS intervention
largely depend on the quality and structure of subsequent sleep.
The eﬀects of non-invasive brain stimulation is likely to derive from
modulation of at long-term potentiation (LTP)-like or long-term depression (LTD)-like processes at the neuronal level (Huang et al., 2007).
However, the precise mechanisms of post-stroke recovery may be difﬁcult to understand in human research alone. A variety of stroke animal
models have been developed and successfully used in stroke research to
elucidate a cascade of events and mechanisms that follow the ischemic
insult (Carmichael, 2005; Fluri et al., 2015). Animal models allow a
controlled, homogeneous and reproducible stroke size, as well as the
potential for including speciﬁc anatomical areas within the lesion
(Fig. 1B, left). To date such invasive investigation of pathophysiological
processes or vasculature analysis can not be replaced by in in-vitro

5. Conclusions
Understanding how brain damage, its consequences on brain activity and brain repair are interrelated, is still an unmet goal in clinical
neuroscience. Thus, the demonstration that sleep related processes may
play a role in neuroplasticity and functional outcome after stroke could
represent an advancement per se. To this aim we proposed in the present work a multi-modal methodological approach that merge the potential of various standard approaches. In particular we suggest that,
integrating diﬀerent parallel experimental procedures, including observational, perturbational and interventional experiments, both in
human and animal models, could be promising, and the integrated result is likely to exceed those obtained by the sum of the individual
approaches alone.
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